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Abstract— Sensor fusion has become a popular topic in
robotics. However, conventional fusion methods encounter many
difficulties, such as data representation differences, sensor vari-
ations, and extrinsic calibration. For example, the calibration
methods used for LiDAR-camera fusion often require manual
operation and auxiliary calibration targets. Implicit neural
representations (INRs) have been developed for 3D scenes, and
the volume density distribution involved in an INR unifies
the scene information obtained by different types of sensors.
Therefore, we propose implicit neural fusion (INF) for LiDAR
and camera. INF first trains a neural density field of the
target scene using LiDAR frames. Then, a separate neural
color field is trained using camera images and the trained
neural density field. Along with the training process, INF both
estimates LiDAR poses and optimizes extrinsic parameters.
Our experiments demonstrate the high accuracy and stable
performance of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advancement in sensor technology, inte-
grating measurements from multimodal sensors has become
increasingly significant in many applications. The outputs of
multiple sensors can be combined to reduce the uncertainty,
resolve the ambiguity, and increase the robustness of a
system [1]. LiDARs and cameras are commonly used sensors
in robotics. A LiDAR can provide precise geometric infor-
mation, whereas a camera can provide visual information
about a scene. Combining LiDAR and camera data can help
perform tasks such as simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) [2], object recognition, and 3D reconstruction.

Sensor calibration, which ensures that all sensors function
correctly in a unified coordinate system, is a fundamental
process during sensor fusion. However, many challenges
hinder conventional calibration and fusion methods. In many
cases, manual operation and auxiliary calibration targets are
required. Popular solutions involve the use of single or multi-
ple plane boards as targets [3], [4], [5], [6]. Some researchers
have accomplished target-less LiDAR-camera calibration [7],
[8], [9], [10]. However, the accuracy and robustness of these
methods depend largely on scene complexity [7], and pre-
trained models or additional prior knowledge is sometimes
required [9], [10]. Therefore, automatic calibration between
LiDARs and cameras remains challenging.

Following the trend of neural radiance fields (NeRF)
[11], we consider the use of implicit neural representations
(INRs) to solve the above problems in sensor fusion. The
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Fig. 1. Overview of INF. The proposed method takes camera and LiDAR
observations as inputs to refine a neural color field and a neural density field.
INF estimates the LiDAR pose of each frame and optimize the extrinsic
parameters to further accomplish sensor fusion.

volume density distribution given by an INR characterizes
the geometric information of a space regardless of sensor
type. Therefore, by obtaining a reliable volume density field,
we may align all INRs using a unified volume density field
and realize sensor fusion.

In this paper, we propose implicit neural fusion (INF) for
LiDAR and camera measurements. Fig. 1 shows an overview
of the proposed method. We first use LiDAR frames to
generate a neural density field because LiDARs provide
reliable, high-quality geometric information. In this step,
INF is able to estimate the LiDAR pose for each frame
as well. Then, we combine camera images and the trained
neural density field to obtain and further refine a color
field. Meanwhile, we optimize extrinsic parameters for fusion
between LiDAR and camera.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• Provision of an implicit LiDAR-camera extrinsic param-

eter calibration method that does not require auxiliary
calibration objects

• Introduction of a weighting technique for depth loss that
improves the quality of neural density fields and the
accuracy of LiDAR poses estimation

• Proposal of a sequential LiDAR pose estimation method
using neural volume density fields

II. RELATED WORK

This section gives a brief review of studies on conventional
LiDAR-camera fusion techniques, basic INR concepts, and
camera pose estimation methods using INRs.
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A. LiDAR-Camera Calibration

Based on the need for auxiliary targets, we classify
LiDAR-camera calibration methods as target-based and
target-less methods [12].

Target-based Methods: Target-based methods require a
specified target in the scene. In most cases, the target can be
a smooth plane with a feature pattern (such as checkerboard)
[3], [13], [14], [15] or markers [16], [17] or some solid
colors [17], [18]. The target can have different shapes, such
as rectangle [3], [4], [13], [14], [15], [19], triangle [20], and
sphere [18]. Applying multiple targets can improve calibra-
tion performance [5], [6], [21]. The advantages of target-
based methods are high stability and accuracy. However,
preparing calibration targets is inconvenient and takes time
and cost. There are no such objects in most public dataset
and real-life application scenarios.

Target-less Methods: Target-less methods can be classi-
fied as appearance-, motion-, and geometry-based methods
[7]: (1). Appearance-based methods detect and pair appear-
ance features between a camera and a LiDAR. For instance,
Pandey et al. [22] maximized the mutual information (MI)
between image color and LiDAR reflectivity; Levinson and
Thrun [23] and Yuan et al. [24] detected and aligned the
edges from both sensors’ measurements; Schneider et al. [9]
applied CNN to detect features from both of camera and
LiDAR frames; Koide et al. [8] utilized SuperGlue to match
the features; [25] Zhu et al. [26] and Jiang et al. [27] matched
semantic information between the sensors. (2). Motion-based
methods use the hand-eye calibration approach. They first
calculate the motion of camera and LiDAR separately. Then,
the relative pose of the sensors can be obtained by comparing
the trajectories of both sensors [7]. (3). Geometry-based
methods extract 3D geometric information of the scene from
multiple camera frames and directly find the correspondence
in LiDAR scans [28]. CalibNet [10] and CalibRCNN [29]
used supervised neural networks to create depth map from
images and compare it with LiDAR depths to align scenes.

Appearance and geometry based methods require explicit
2D or 3D features; that is, they are highly dependent on the
target scene. Motion-based methods can hardly achieve high
accuracy when the possible motions are restricted. While
conventional works aim to match information from different
domain data, our work uses a unified INR to align data
derived from two sensors within the same domain.

B. Implicit Neural Representations

In addition to traditional approaches, such as point-based
[30], [31], mesh-based [32], [33], and voxel-based [34]
methods, researchers have recently proposed continuous,
differentiable, implicitly defined networks to represent 3D
scenes. Park et al. and Mescheder et al. use signed distance
functions or occupancy networks to describe surfaces im-
plicitly [35], [36]. NeRF adopts volume rendering to encode
appearance and features inside neural networks [11]. It
samples multiple 3D points according to the camera position;
these sample points further pass through a fully connected
network to obtain corresponding radiance and density values.

[11]. Following certain works on NeRF, many pieces of
research, such as [37], [38], [39], propose several techniques
that improve the performance of NeRF.

However, to our best knowledge, few methods have been
developed for integrating depth and color information ob-
tained from independent sensors. Moreover, the NeRF and
its variants usually require the camera poses as inputs.
These poses are often estimated using structure from motion
(SfM) techniques; this additional process may harm the
compactness of the whole system.

C. Camera Pose Estimation with INRs

Researchers have attempted to solve camera pose estima-
tion problems using INRs. Many methods use the continuity
of implicit neural networks to optimize input camera poses
directly [40], [41], [42]. Jeong et al. implements camera
distortion models in their framework to optimize both camera
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters simultaneously [40]. The
implementation of pose parameters also varies. Jeong et al.
applies a 6-vector representation for rotation [40], while Lin
et al. parameterized poses with the se(3) Lie algebra [41].
Both methods manage to converge.

Although the above mentioned methods demonstrate the
feasibility of pose estimation, most existing methods perform
targeting using RGB images. LiDAR depth is highly accurate
and lightweight; thus, training speed and performance may
be improved by the use of LiDAR data in pose estimation
using INRs.

III. IMPLICIT LIDAR-CAMERA FUSION

We propose INF, an Implicit Neural Fusion system, which
integrates LiDAR and camera data to estimate the extrinsic
parameters of the sensors without calibration targets. Our
method takes sequential LiDAR and camera measurements
of a scene as inputs, and outputs the optimized extrinsic
parameters, neural density field, and neural color field of the
scene. In this section, we describe the general framework
and workflow of the proposed fusion system and explain the
details in procedures.

A. Assumptions

We assume the use of a LiDAR and a camera combined
with a rigid joint. Thus, the extrinsic parameters between the
LiDAR and the camera should remain the same regardless
of how the LiDAR-camera system moves. We also assume
that each pair of camera frame and LiDAR frame is taken
at the same time, in other words, temporally synchronized.
The target scene must be static; that is, it should have no
moving objects.

B. Problem Definition

The LiDAR and camera at the same frame are capturing
the scene from different locations and angles. The physi-
cal distance between the optical centers of a LiDAR and
a camera makes scenes reconstructed by the two sensors
misaligned. Therefore, we need to estimate the extrinsic
parameters between the LiDAR and the camera to fuse the
two reconstructed scenes together.
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Fig. 2. General workflow of INF. We use LiDAR measurement data to train a neural density field that can represent the space geometry. Notice that
LiDAR poses can also be estimated in this process. We also use camera data and trained density field to generate and refine a neural color field for color
representation. Meanwhile, the extrinsic parameters can be optimized, which is the key part of sensor fusion. Processes shown by dashed lines indicate
back-propagation, update and optimization.

We use LiDAR poses as bases. Although SfM techniques
can powerfully reconstruct 3D scenes and estimate camera
poses from image inputs, LiDAR point cloud alignment
methods, such as the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm
still holds many advantages. First, LiDAR measurements can
provide an absolute scale. Second, aligning LiDAR data takes
lower computational costs. Third, LiDAR pose registration
methods are more robust in textureless scenarios, especially
in indoor cases. Since the extrinsic parameters will not vary
during the measurement, we may derive the camera poses
using LiDAR poses and extrinsic parameters. Instead of
optimizing every independent camera pose, optimizing only
the extrinsic parameters makes the whole process easier.

We first define the extrinsic parameters as (Re, te). We
also let {PL} be the set containing poses for all LiDAR
frames. Define pose of k-th LiDAR frame pose as PL

k =
(RL

k , t
L
k ), and we can have PL

k ∈ {PL}. Then we may derive
camera pose by applying (Re, te) on PL

k . Let k-th camera
pose be (RC

k , t
C
k ), we have

RC
k = ReRL

k , t
C
k = RetLk + te. (1)

Following the settings in [41], all poses are parameterized
with the se(3) Lie algebra in this study. We further define two
fully-connected neural networks as scene representations:
Neural Density Field FΘD

: x→ σ, and Neural Color Field
FΘC

: x→ c. FΘD
is used to represent the volume density

distribution and FΘC
is used to represent the color of every

particles in the space.
Our INF system takes LiDAR frames {FL

1 ,FL
2 · · · ,FL

N},
camera frames {FC

1 ,FC
2 · · · ,FC

N}, and manually set initial
value of (Re, te) as inputs. By taking advantages of implicit
neural representation, INF outputs LiDAR poses {PL},
optimized extrinsic parameters (Re, te), and refined neural
networks FΘD

and FΘC
. Note that, (Re, te) are applied

to transform camera poses to world coordinates. Therefore,
optimizing (Re, te) is equivalent to fusing FΘD

and FΘC
.

C. Framework and Procedures

Fig. 2 gives an overview of the proposed INF system.
Here, we explain the training procedures of the mentioned
neural networks and parameters.

1) Training of Neural Density Field: We train a neural
density field FΘD

using LiDAR measurement data. Notice
that, LiDAR poses {PL} can be obtained by two means.
First, {PL} is given by an Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
method. Second, {PL} is estimated together with FΘD

. The
second method does not need output from pre-alignment so
all procedures are implemented with INRs.

Take k-th LiDAR frame PL
k = (RL

k , t
L
k ) as an example.

Hereafter, subscript k will be omitted for simplicity. First, we
use PL to calculate the laser rays in the world coordinates
and then follow the techniques applied in [11] to sample
several 3D points along the directions of laser rays. These
samples are input into the defined FΘD

after positional
encoding. The corresponding volume density value for each
sample is the output of FΘD

. Next, volume rendering is
applied to obtain the estimated depth D̂. We use our designed
loss functions to compare D̂ with observed depth D. Finally,
we propagate the loss values back to optimize FΘD

. Notice
that the loss functions will be the same if {PL} is optimized
here. The details of LiDAR pose estimation will be discussed
in the following section.

2) Training of Neural Color Field: We train a neural color
field FΘC

and optimize the extrinsic parameters simultane-
ously. Instead of directly defining camera poses, we use the
derived camera poses as shown in equation 1. Then with the
derived camera poses, we can obtain sample points along the
camera rays. These sampled points are input to both FΘD



and FΘC
to get density values and radiance values. After

volume rendering, estimated pixel color Ĉ is compared with
observed color C to obtain photometric loss. We may give
the initial value of (Re, te) manually before training. The
most straightforward setting is zero, which means the camera
is at the same pose and position of the LiDAR. This initial
value setting may be inaccurate, leading to imperfect scene
reconstruction and fusion. However, by back-propagating the
loss function, we gradually optimize both FΘC

and (Re, te).

IV. IMPLICIT NEURAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR
CALIBRATION AND SCENE FUSION

In this section, we describe color and depth rendering, the
loss design for FΘC

and FΘD
, and LiDAR poses estimation

techniques.

A. Color and Depth Rendering

As a core concept of NeRFs [11], volume rendering has
been extensively discussed. Besides RGB color rendering,
volume rendering is widely applied to obtain estimated
depths from volume density samples [38], [42]. In this study,
we use both color and depth rendering.

Volume rendering is completed through sampling, query-
ing, and integrating. We first sample 3D points along rays
starting from the LiDAR/camera centers. Then, we query the
neural networks to obtain the corresponding properties, such
as radiance and volume density. Let pi = (xi, yi, zi) be a 3D
point, then we have the RGB color vector ci = FΘC

(pi) and
the volume density value σi = FΘD

(pi). The rendered color
and depth for each ray can be obtained by integrating the
different properties. Color rendering follows Ĉ =

∑
wi · ci,

whereas depth rendering follows D̂ =
∑

wi · ti. ci and
ti represent the color and depth value, respectively, for
each sample. wi denotes the transparency weight according
to the setting in [11], [42], and it is calculated as wi =
oi
∏i−1

j=1(1 − oi), where oi = 1 − exp (−σiδi). In this way,
both color Ĉ and depth D̂ are calculated.

B. Loss for Neural Color Field

After obtaining rendered RGB vector Ĉ, we compare it
with the observed color C to update FΘC

. Given n rays in
total, the photometric loss Lp is obtained as,

Lp =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Ci − Ĉi)
2. (2)

FΘC
and (Re, te) are optimized simultaneously. The opti-

mization process here is described as

ΘC ,R
e, te = arg min

ΘC ,Re,te
Lp. (3)

C. Loss for Neural Density Field

We design density loss as a combination of three parts:
depth loss Ld, empty loss Le, and opacity loss Lo. The total
loss for density field training is

Lσ = Ld + α · Le + β · Lo, (4)

where α and β are used to scale the losses. The optimization
process related to the neural density field is

ΘD, {PL} = arg min
ΘD,{PL}

Lσ. (5)

Depth Loss: Depth loss compares the ground truth depth
Di and rendered depth D̂i as applied in many research [38],
[43]. Instead of directly using L1 norm as |Di − D̂i| like
in [38], [43], we use a weighting technique to emphasize
the points near edges. Many LiDAR points are sampled at
smooth planes, such as walls and grounds, which contribute
too much to the loss. However, these points help little to the
convergence of {PL} because of the point-to-point nature of
the error metric. On the contrary, the points located around
discontinuous parts, such as edges, are more significant.
Therefore, we propose to weigh the depth loss according
to whether the LiDAR ray reaches around the edges.

The proposed weighting technique characterizes the extent
of discontinuity for LiDAR points using the normal vector
difference of neighboring points. Let ηi be the depth weight
of i-th ray, pi be the point reached by i-th ray, and ni be
the normal vector with unit length at the location of pi. We
label the rays according to their vertical and horizontal order
in a scan. Let (j, k) be the point index of pi in the LiDAR
frame. Then we define Φi as the set of normal vectors of
neighboring points of pi. The neighboring points are defined
based on their index, such as (j−1, k−1), (j−1, k) . . . (j+
1, k + 1). Thus |Φi| = 8. The depth weight ηi is calculated
as,

ηi =
λ

2
(1− 1

|Φi|
∑

nϕ∈Φi

⟨ni,nϕ⟩) + (1− λ). (6)

⟨·, ·⟩ is a vector dot product, λ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter
representing how much edge points are emphasized. Larger
λ means the higher priority of edge points. Further, for all
n rays, we define the depth loss as,

Ld =
1

n∑
i=1

ηi

n∑
i=1

ηi|Di − D̂i|. (7)

Empty Loss: Since i-th LiDAR ray reaches pi, then
no obstacle should lie between the LiDAR center and pi.
This means that the transparency weights should be 0 for the
sample points with depth t < Di. Consider i-th ray among
all n rays, where K samples exist. Let the transparency
weight of k-th sample point on i-th ray be w(i,k), and let
the corresponding depth value be t(i,k). We define the λ-th
sample point as the point that satisfies t(i,λ) < Di − ϵ <
t(i,λ+1) on i-th ray. ϵ is a very small value modeling the
error caused by discrete sampling. Then we may write the
empty loss as,

Le =
1

n

n∑
i=1

λ∑
k=1

(w(i,k))
2. (8)

Opacity Loss: LiDAR can only reach points within the
scanning range. For example, the scanning range of Ouster
OS0 LiDAR is 0.25 ∼ 35m. If one laser does not detect
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Fig. 3. Experiment setup. We use a panoramic camera and a LiDAR. They
are connected with a rigid joint and set on a quadruped robot.

any point within this range, the output depth value will be
0. Opacity loss describes this phenomenon. We denote the
opacity for i-th ray among n rays as yi. For the rays reaching
objects, yi should be 1; for the rays that directly go outside
the range, yi should be 0. The opacity calculation is similar
to the empty loss calculation, which is ŷi =

∑K
k=1 w(i,k),

when there are K sample points on i-th ray. We use binary
entropy loss to characterize the opacity difference between
rays,

Lo = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi · log ŷi + (1− yi) · log (1− ŷi)) . (9)

D. LiDAR Pose Estimation

As stated in Section III-C, instead of using LiDAR poses
given by ICP methods, we can estimate {PL} together with
FΘD

. In this way, we may increase the compactness of the
system without losing accuracy in LiDAR pose estimation.

Motivated by conventional SLAM systems, we apply the
concept of local maps and keyframes to reduce accumulated
errors. For LiDAR frames {FL

1 ,FL
2 · · · ,FL

N}, we define the
keyframes as {FL

κ1
,FL

κ2
· · · ,FL

κn
}. Frames FL

i , where κa ≤
i < κa+1, will form a local map. We set κ1 = 1, and select
keyframes based on the distance between the current frame
and the previous keyframe. If the distance is larger than τ ,
we will consider the current frame as a keyframe.

We optimize within each local map to refine the density
field and estimate relative poses between normal frames and
the keyframe. The detailed process is shown in Alg. 1.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

In our experiments, we use Ouster OS0-128, whose reso-
lution is 1024×128, and Insta360 One X, whose resolution is
6080×3040. We fix the camera on the LiDAR using a rigid
joint on a Unitree Go1 quadruped robot as shown in Fig. 3.
When taking a shot, we move the quadruped robot by a small
step and then capture a camera image and a LiDAR scan
simultaneously after the robot stays still to ensure temporal
synchronization.

Fig. 4 shows the three captured scenes. The first scene is a
classroom with no occlusions; the second scene is a meeting
room with various objects, such as desks and chairs; the third

Algorithm 1 LiDAR Poses Optimization
Input: {FL

1 ,FL
2 · · · ,FL

N}, FΘD
, τ

Output: Optimized ΘD, {PL}
1: i← 1 ▷ LiDAR frame index
2: while i < N do
3: Optimize FΘD

with FL
i

4: d← 0 ▷ distance d to previous keyframe
5: c← i ▷ current frame index c
6: while d < τ do
7: c← c+ 1
8: Estimate PL

c with FΘD
and FL

c

9: PL
c+1 ← PL

c ▷ set initial pose of next frame
10: d← ∥PL

c − PL
c−1∥2

11: end while
12: {Fl} ← {FL

i , ...,FL
c−1} ▷ local map

13: Optimize FΘD
and {PL

i+1, ...,PL
c−1} with {Fl}

14: i← c− 1 ▷ next keyframe
15: end while

scene is an outdoor scene with trees and buildings. We use
30 frames for each scene in the following experiments.

B. Ground Truth of Extrinsic Parameters

We obtain the ground-truth LiDAR-camera extrinsic pa-
rameters by minimizing the reprojection error Er of the
manually selected corresponding points between the camera
frames pC

i and LiDAR frames pL
i . The residual function is

Er =

N∑
i=1

T (∥π(RepL
i + te)− pC

i ∥2), (10)

where π(·) is the camera projection function and N is
the total number of selected points. T (·) is the Tukey
loss function; it aims to avoid the error caused by manual
selection. The reprojection errors of 90% of selected points
are within 30 pixels.

VI. RESULTS

A. Calibration Results

The LiDAR-camera extrinsic parameters vary from scene
to scene. However, we assume the camera and LiDAR are
at the same relative pose throughout every single scene. The
initial values for (Re, te) are about 10◦/0.2m from ground
truth values. The calibration results of different scenes are
shown in Table I, where errors are calculated using absolute
value. Fig. 6 (left) also gives the visualization of scenes after
fusion.

Given the absence of specific target objects in our data,
we use targetless methods based on appearance, motion,
and geometry to perform comparative experiments. The
compared methods are described below.
(1). Mutual Info: The mutual information between LiDAR

scan reflectivity and the camera image color is mini-
mized [22].
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF EXTRINSIC CALIBRATION USING DIFFERENT METHODS

Scene1: Classroom Scene2: Meeting Room Scene3: Outdoor
Translation [m] & Rotation [◦] Error Translation [m] & Rotation [◦] Error Translation [m] & Rotation [◦] Error

x y z r x y z r x y z r
Mutual Info[22] 0.072 0.032 0.259 0.190 0.105 0.031 0.155 16.902 0.055 0.015 0.181 2.702
Jump Edge[23] 0.019 0.031 0.271 3.288 0.055 0.048 0.171 16.015 0.001 0.078 0.336 7.151

Motion[7] 0.196 0.065 1.450 4.863 0.143 0.043 0.728 6.512 0.063 0.075 0.783 0.868
Continuous Edge[24] 0.619 0.332 0.738 21.473 0.085 0.094 0.222 17.690 0.546 3.090 2.313 71.215

INF w/ g.t. pose (ours) 0.005 0.006 0.020 0.299 0.004 0.010 0.009 0.385 0.013 0.017 0.020 0.285
INF w/o g.t. pose (ours) 0.009 0.004 0.015 0.680 0.009 0.002 0.016 0.511 0.015 0.037 0.010 0.500
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Fig. 5. Comparison between estimated LiDAR poses using different
methods. We compare the results obtained from INF (Ours), and traditional
ICP methods without manual initialization.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF LIDAR POSE ESTIMATION (APE & RPE)

Method
APE / RPE

Translation [m] Rotation [◦]

Scene1 Ours 0.038 / 0.009 0.704 / 0.133
Robust ICP 1.173 / 0.268 27.536 / 7.222

Scene2 Ours 0.036 / 0.007 0.668 / 0.142
Robust ICP 0.017 / 0.002 0.099 / 0.029

Scene3 Ours 0.161 / 0.121 0.509 / 0.162
Robust ICP 0.660 / 0.131 9.256 / 1.657

(2). Jump Edge: The edges in the LiDAR and camera
frames are matched. Edges are detected by considering
the discontinuity of LiDAR points [23].

(3). Motion: This is a hand-eye calibration approach. The
method uses ground-truth LiDAR poses and alterna-
tively iterates the updating of extrinsic parameters and
camera poses [7].

(4). Continuous Edge: LiDAR point cloud edges are de-
tected by cutting the point cloud into voxels and fitting

the points into planes. Then, the edges in the LiDAR
and camera frames are matched. This edge detection
method requires a high-resolution LiDAR [24].

(5). INF w/ ICP LiDAR pose (ours): Proposed INF system
with the LiDAR poses given by ICP as inputs.

(6). INF w/o ICP LiDAR pose (ours): Proposed INF
system without the LiDAR poses given by ICP. Instead,
the LiDAR poses are estimated simultaneously with the
density field.

Generally speaking, our method has the highest accuracy
among all methods. Jump Edge [23] and Mutual Info [22]
give small translation errors in the x and y axes, but these
methods could not converge to the correct position in the
z-axis and the rotation. The proposed method is also robust
enough to converge in the different scenes, whereas the other
methods, such as Mutual Info and Jump Edge, fall into local
minima easily. Continuous Edge does not function well due
to the relatively low resolution of the LiDAR used. Moreover,
the compared methods do not handle translation in the z
direction properly, whereas our method performs well in such
a case. Fig. 4 indicates the good rendering quality by INF of
both the neural color and neural density fields. Fig. 6 (left)
shows that two INRs are aligned accurately.

B. LiDAR Poses Estimation Results

We evaluate our estimated LiDAR poses using ground-
truth poses. We also compare our method with an ICP
method implemented by the public library Open3D [44],
[45], [46], which is denoted as Robust ICP. The results are
shown in Table II. Fig. 5 also gives a comparison between
the LiDAR trajectory estimated by different methods and the
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Fig. 6. Left: Fusion of neural density field and neural color field. The two INRs are aligned. Right: Qualitative evaluation of the rendered depth with
or without weight introduced in section IV-C. We can observe detailed structure more clearly when the weighting technique is involved.

ground truth. Results show that INF holds higher accuracy
compared with Robust ICP in scene 1 and scene 3. Robust
ICP cannot handle large displacement between frames, while
INF maintains good performance. Robust ICP aligns point
clouds directly, while our method aligns them with the
trained neural density field; the accuracy of the neural density
field affects the accuracy of pose estimation. In scene 2,
though Robust ICP has a lower error, INF also shows
reasonable accuracy.

C. Ablation Study on Depth Weight

An ablation study is carried out for the weighting tech-
nique in Section IV-C for LiDAR pose estimation and
LiDAR-camera calibration. The qualitative result is shown in
Table III. We also evaluate the rendered results qualitatively
as shown in Fig. 6 (right). The performance difference with
and without weighting indicates the effectiveness of our
methods. In Fig. 6 (right), we can also observe the im-
provement in scene reconstruction, especially in the detailed
place with complex geometric features. Table III indicates
the reduction in pose error after applying the weighting
technique in indoor scenes. In the outdoor case, the APE
becomes larger with the weighting technique due to the
existence of noises such as trees. However, the error is still
small considering the total moving distance. Therefore, we
may consider the proposed weighting technique helps the
system with accuracy.

D. Ablation Study on Initial Value Setting

We also test the convergence of our method with respect
to different initial values, including initial rotation values
and initial translation values in both indoor and outdoor
scenes. The result is shown in Fig. 7. In our experiment, the
convergence speed becomes a problem when a large initial
bias is applied. However, our method can converge even with
an initial translation of 0.7m or an initial rotation of 80◦

away from the correct value. Compared with other neural
network based methods, such as 1.5m/20◦ in RegNet [9],
0.25m/7.5◦ in CalibNet [10] and 0.25m/10◦ in CalibRCNN
[29], INF shows relatively high robustness against different
initial value settings.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF ABLATION STUDY FOR WEIGHTING

Error of Translation [m] / Rotation [◦]
APE of LiDAR Pose Estimation Calibration Error

Scene1 w/ 0.038 / 0.704 0.018 / 0.647
w/o 0.109 / 0.883 0.030 / 0.733

Scene2 w/ 0.036 / 0.668 0.018 / 0.511
w/o 0.054 / 0.764 0.020 / 0.431

Scene3 w/ 0.161 / 0.509 0.041 / 0.500
w/o 0.133 / 0.371 0.047 / 0.348
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Fig. 7. Calibration error with respect to initial extrinsic parameters bias.
INF manages to converge even initial extrinsic parameters are set relatively
far from ground truth.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose INF for LiDAR-camera extrinsic
calibration without auxiliary calibration targets. To our best
knowledge, this work is the first to attempt to solve this
problem using INRs. The proposed system exhibits good
performance and robustness on several real-world datasets,
and the proposed techniques are proven effective. Further-
more, unlike some target-less calibration and fusion methods,
INF does not require prior knowledge or pre-trained models.
Thus, our method could suit various scenarios.

Future work will aim to improve the convergence speed of
INF. We will closely examine and try to make good use of
the geometric features hidden inside neural representations.
We also plan to implement temporal synchronization in
the system to enrich the input types of data. In addition,



we aim to extend INF to other types of sensors, such as
radar, temperature sensors, and event cameras. The sensor
fusion process shall become more compact and convenient
by leveraging the implicitness of the system.
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